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BOOK

ITALIAN RENAISSANCE FRAMES AT THE
V&A: A Technical Study
Christine Powell and Zoe Allen
Elsevier Butterworth-Heinemann, 2010
ISBN:978-0-7506-8619-8 328 pages £49.99

Italian Renaissance
Frames at the V&A:
A Technical Study by
Christine Powell and
Zoe Allen, published
this year, is the
Victoria and Albert
Museum’s first book
to focus specifically
on the frames in
their collection.
Funded by Timothy
Plaut, the book is
the result of a year’s research and analysis of
thirty-six Renaissance frames that are
normally not on public display.

The book is divided into two main sections:
Renaissance materials and techniques, and
the frames themselves. Starting with a brief
introduction to the types of Renaissance
frames and their uses, Part I goes on to give
clearly written explanations of the materials
used in their manufacture. From the types of
wood used, and the difficulties in their
definitive identification, through the different
construction methods used, to the applied
decorative finishes, the information provided
is concise and well reasoned. Every fact is
meticulously referenced and the authors are
careful to be unambiguous in the use of
terminology. For example the differences
between Italian gesso grosso, gesso sottile,
and what the English call gesso, are
explained and the term white ground then
used where necessary to avoid confusion.
The final chapter of Part I describes the
analytical methods used to identify the
pigments and binding media used in the
often complex, decorative schemes.

Part II is divided into five sections, grouping
the frames according to stylistic type. They
are Tabernacle, Cassetta and Tondo, Mirror,
Sansovino, and Part Renaissance and
Renaissance Style Frames. Each sub-section
is introduced with a brief explanation of the
style and an annotated drawing, naming the
particular elements. Each frame is lavishly
illustrated and painstakingly described, with
measurements, profile diagrams and photos
of the reverse being especially noteworthy.
The clearly presented scientific analysis
informs conclusions drawn about earlier
decorative schemes.

This book is beautifully produced and
absorbing to read. Written by two
conservators it offers an interesting angle on
frames scholarship, which often errs on the

side of art historical context. As a frames
conservator myself, it is refreshing to see a
publication that treats frames as objects in
themselves, instead of the adjunct to a
painting, and that uses the best tools
available to describe and explain them. It is
to be hoped that more collections will follow
their lead and begin to do research on their
frames and, at the very least, include their
images and descriptions in publications,
instead of cropping them from around
paintings. This book is a worthy addition to
the library of any conservator or curator
concerned with frames and the decorative
arts, and a delightful introduction for the
interested layman.

Caroline Oliver ACR
Lead Frames Conservator
Guildhall Art Gallery

TALK

COLLEGES, PARISHES AND VILLAS:
Stained glass conservation in the South of
England
Icon Stained Glass Group Conference
15 September 2010 Cambridge

Members of the Stained Glass Group
convened in the splendid surroundings of
the Cripps Auditorium, Magdalene College
in historic Cambridge in September for a
varied series of talks, ostensibly focusing on
stained glass conservation in the south of
England, but actually covering a much wider
area. The formal proceedings began with
Chris Chesney, the Group Chair, and some
entertaining and thought-provoking words
on changing times and attitudes in
conservation. Sebastian Strobl (Erfurt
University and formerly head of Canterbury
Cathedral Studios) continued this theme in
his talk ‘Learning from Mistakes –
Confessions of a Sinner’. It was very interesting
to hear such an experienced conservator
look back over previous projects which might
have been approached differently today;
reminding us that we should all evaluate past
and present practice in order to continue to
learn and improve for the future.

After a short break, Chloe Cockerill (formerly
of the Churches Conservation Trust) gave a
nicely-illustrated introduction to ‘Heraldry in
stained glass’, focussing particularly on
depictions of the Royal Arms and the
importance of heraldry in asserting identity.
Elise Learner (Chapel Studio) then
completed the morning session by
describing the ‘Strawberry Hill Conservation
Project’, the major restoration of Horace
Walpole’s Gothic creation aiming to return
Strawberry Hill as far as possible to the
condition in which Walpole knew it. Re-
creating Walpole’s arrangement of his
collection of stained glass, much of which
has since been lost from Strawberry Hill,

brought conservation challenges including
dealing with previous repairs, loss of paint
and enamel, reconstruction of lost areas and
creating a mounting system to provide a
protective environment for vulnerable
pieces.

After an excellent lunch and opportunity for
delegates to meet and chat, Joost Caen
(Antwerp University) spoke on ‘The production
of stained glass in the County of Flanders
and the Duchy of Brabant from the XVth to
the XVIIIth centuries – materials and
techniques’. This wide-ranging talk, taking in
archive manuscripts, manufacturing techniques
and studio practices, highlighted the need
to approach conservation in an interdisciplin-
ary manner, bringing together different
disciplines in order to fully understand the
history of an object and so develop an
appropriate treatment methodology.

Martin Harrison concluded the day with his
talk on ‘19th century stained glass – art and
technology’. Focusing on the issue of paint
loss from 19th century windows (the ‘borax
problem’ referred to by William Morris),
placed in the context of the Gothic Revival
and contemporary developments in glass
making, Harrison echoed Caen’s suggestion
that meaningful progress in understanding
such issues can only be made by bridging
the gaps between art history, conservation
and scientific analysis.

Overall, this was an interesting and useful
conference, much enjoyed by those present.
The formal talks made for a varied and
balanced day, and the mix of people
present, both speaking and in the audience,
perhaps represented at least a start towards
the idea of interdisciplinary working. It might
have been preferable to take audience
questions at the end of each talk rather than
keeping them all to the end; with such
variety in the topics addressed it was difficult
to make the panel discussion work. However,
this is a minor quibble with an otherwise
excellent day. In his final remarks, Chris
Chesney pointed out the great opportunity
provided by such events to meet people
working in similar and related fields – a view
endorsed by the number of people
continuing the discussion in a local hostelry
after the close of the formal proceedings!

Alison Gilchrist Icon-HLF Intern, Barley
Studio

WORKSHOP

MAKING AND SHARPENING KNIVES: A
RATIONAL APPROACH
Oxford Conservation Consortium
September 7 & 8 2010

In September the Oxford Conservation
Consortium (OCC) held a two-day, Wellcome
Trust-funded workshop, given by Jeffrey
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world. You can find out more about Jeff’s
‘board slotting’ machine at http://jeffpeache
y.wordpress.com/board-slotting-machine-2/
and his knives on http://jeffpeachey.wordpre
ss.com/knife-catalog/.

Jeff explained that edge sharpening can be
broken into three stages: grinding,
sharpening and stropping. We looked in
some detail at the sharpening stage and Jeff
provided a number of practical guidelines,
some of which can be remembered with his
useful mnemonic, ‘BITS’.

B – Burr. You need to feel it before moving
to the next, finer grit or switching to the
other side of the knife. If you do not feel the
burr then the two planes are not meeting
and the knife will never be sharp.

I – ‘I wouldn’t round the bevel if I were you’.
This will create an obtuse bevel angle that
will not cut.

T – Thirteen degrees. This is the angle Jeff
has found to be the best for leather paring.

S – Scratches in the metal. Examine the
scratch pattern by slightly changing the
angle of sharpening to make sure all the
previous grit is gone. Make sure the scratch
pattern extends to the cutting edge.

In particular, we looked at the types of
abrasive used. All the workshop participants
tried out 3M microfinishing films; a system
for sharpening that Jeff has found to be
particularly effective and good value. Strips
of the abrasive film are cut to approximately
300mm by 60mm, and then adhered to a
piece of glass with the self-adhesive backing.
This gives you a good flat surface to work
on. Each participant then made a small
lifting knife from a hack-saw blade, working
the blade by hand, using the four different
grades of abrasive paper in turn, and then
stropping to provide the finish.

Over the two days we looked at many of the
different knives that conservators use but it
was rounded blades in particular, such as
French paring knives, that many were keen
to learn how to sharpen. We also looked at
how to improve our spoke-shaves and a
number of us changed the angle on these by
re-grinding the body.

The workshop proved to be useful, both
helping us to understand the principles of

how to improve and bring back to life tools
that are in everyday use, and by giving us
the confidence to bring about those
improvements in practice. Having
conservators from a number of institutions
also gave a good balance as it was useful to
have a variety of experience of different
sharpening systems and the successes or
problems with sharpening.

Jeff displayed a deep understanding of his
subject and clearly has a real passion for this
area of his work. There are few book
conservators who have undertaken such a
comprehensive study of sharpening. Jeff’s
style of teaching is relaxed and informal, he
is generous with his knowledge and his
overall delivery and understanding of the
subject gave the participants confidence in
the skills and knowledge that were being
taught.

We are grateful to the Wellcome Trust for
funding this workshop training and to Jeff for
showing us a simple and effective method
for sharpening edge tools.

Arthur Green &Maria Kalligerou
Conservators, Oxford Conservation
Consortium

CONFERENCES

23RD IIC CONGRESS
Conservation and the Eastern
Mediterranean
20–24 September 2010 Istanbul

The IIC congress is held every two years and
this year, in partnership with the Sakıp
Sabancı Museum, took place in Istanbul. The
opportunity to return to my Middle Eastern
archaeological conservation roots was not to
be missed. What follows is a personal take
on the five day congress, attended by
around three hundred delegates from forty
countries, including Iraq, Jordan, Qatar,
Egypt, Israel, Malaysia, the USA, UK and
countries throughout Europe, with a strong
contingency from Turkey.

The forty or so papers ranged from the
concept of underwater museums for deep
water shipwrecks to the conservation of a
single volume in a monastic cell at St
Catherine’s Monastery to on-site lime mortar
capping of walls at Aphrodisias to the
preservation of living communities in historic
areas and the on-site conservation of
Nabatean wall paintings. There was
awareness that collaboration has to be in a
form appropriate to the countries and
organisations involved. As with so much we
learnt that the concept of a museum
emerged to the east of the Mediterranean.
Babylonian texts indicate that kings looked
after their possessions and that
Nebuchadnezzar collected items, for what

Peachey, on making and sharpening knives.
It was attended by conservators from the
OCC as well as other institutions.

Book conservators often require a large
number of specialist knives, many of which
cannot be purchased in a state in which they
are ready for use. Often blades need to be
adapted from other purposes and some
need to be made from stock metal such as
hacksaw blades. Furthermore, edge tool
sharpening training is not always offered on
paper/book conservation courses and can
be difficult to arrange; Jeff Peachey offers
sharpening advice and experience directly
from the perspective of a practising book
conservator, something which can be hard to
find. For these reasons, Jeff was invited to
host a workshop to give us a more informed
approach to both making and maintaining
sharp edge tools. The aim of the workshop
was to dispel much of the mystery and
misinformation about the subject and to give
those attending practical confidence based
upon a sound understanding of the subject.

Jeff has specialised in book conservation for
more than twenty years and runs a book
conservation studio in New York. More
recently he has become known for the knives
that he makes and for the Peachy Board
Slotting Machine that is now in many well
respected conservation studios around the

Jeff Peachey (far right) with participants.

Jeff Peachey demonstrating how to sharpen
a French paring knife.
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